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Technology is core to Mindtree. It is extremely
important in building capability and capacity for us to
keep a sharp focus on emerging technologies. We also
make it a point to understand the application of these
technologies in the context of our customers. In this eﬀort,
we constantly explore and experiment with emerging
technologies and gauge their maturity levels for
consumption by enterprises. We do this by comparing and
contrasting them with similar tools already in use.
Tech Beacon is an initiative to compile outcomes of our
experimentation and technology adoption guidance
for enterprises. We group technologies under three categories:
Invest, Experiment and Watch. We explain these
categories in detail in this report.

Direction
Tech Beacon provides direction to enterprises on various technologies by categorizing them as Invest, Experiment or
Watch technologies.

Invest
These technologies have a high potential for generating business value in the near future. Mindtree intends to
build capability internally or identify a partner who can help our project teams learn to bootstrap these
technologies. We arrive at these technologies by observing customer demands, industry trends, opportunities
and open source community support. Most of these technologies were either implemented in production-grade
applications for customers or in internal reference implementations.

Experiment
These technologies have not yet seen mainstream adoption but show huge promise for the near future. We arrive
at these technologies by listening to our customers’ interests, following industry buzz, and noting indications of
increased activity in various forums and analyst reports. We need to experiment and build capability in these
technologies to have an early adopter edge.

Watch
The technologies in this category show promise through their architecture, the business cases they support, and
a community push for adoption. These technologies are not yet adopted by enterprises, but are being evaluated
by enterprises for their adoption beneﬁts. While we don’t have to invest much in them yet, we need to keep a
close watch on these technologies and move them to the “Experiment” category as they mature or become
more relevant to enterprises.
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Focus Areas
Mindtree presents a point of view on each of the following broad areas of focus in the technology domain.

Application Development and Open Source
The open source market has never been more vibrant. Today, open source technologies drive entire
technology domains such as web application and application programming interface (API) development
frameworks, big data and analytics technologies. Commercial software vendors are also making available
a plethora of new technology products.

IoT
The Internet of Things continues to emerge as a major focus across most industry sectors. With the huge
market potential of IoT, the need for standardization in the near term is real. Major IT solution providers
have jumped in and started providing a variety of tools and technologies.

Automation
Automation continues to surface as a topmost priority across IT organizations, where it is seen as an
important way to bring down costs and reduce time to market.

Cognitive Computing
Real-life problems are being solved with self-learning systems that use data mining, pattern recognition
and natural language processing to mimic the way the human brain works.

Cloud Computing
Workloads across the enterprise have been steadily migrating to cloud platforms. A large number of
services are readily available on these platforms to address a wide variety of enterprise concerns.

Big Data & Analytics
Big Data and analytics are shifting towards real-time results. In-memory execution of workloads is being
increasingly employed across use cases.
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Application Development and Open Source

 Clojure
 Typescript

 Vert.x
 ReactJS

 Microsoft Bot
Framework

 .NET Core

 Scala

 OrientDB

 .NET Core RT
 Spring Boot

 ASP.Net Core
 Entity Framework
Core

 Spring Cloud

 Apache Giraph

 C# 6.0

 Microsoft Graph

 MS SharePoint
and Oﬃce apps

 Project Orleans

 Node.js

 VS 2015
 Microsoft Power BI

 IdentityServer

 ASP.NET MVC 5
and Web API

 xUnit.net

 MS ASP.NET
WebHooks

 Polymer
 Swagger

 Consul – service
discovery

 AngularJS 2.0
 nginScript

 Ionic

 Universal Windows
Platform
 Java 9

Invest

Experiment

Watch

 MS SQL Server
2016

Invest
Languages




ASP.NET can be used to implement REST-based services

Scala – Scala is a popular object-oriented and functional

that communicate with HTTP verbs such as GET, POST,

programming language that has seen good adoption,

PUT, DELETE and use JSON or XML for data transport.

especially for developing reactive applications. Also,
Scala tends to be the programming language of choice

Tools

for analytics applications that leverage the Apache
Spark ecosystem.


Frameworks




Windows, Android, and iOS, as well as modern web
applications and cloud services.


Swagger – Swagger helps generate a simple yet

over conﬁguration approach. The Spring Boot ecosystem

powerful representation of your RESTful API. With a

is very vibrant and can be used to help realize a

Swagger-enabled API, you get interactive documentation,

microservices-based architecture.

client software development kit (SDK) generation and
discoverability.

Spring Cloud – Spring Cloud is a collection of tools from
Pivotal that provides solutions for quickly building some

Products

of the patterns commonly encountered in distributed
systems. Spring Cloud builds upon some of the common
building blocks of the Spring ecosystem.


VS 2015 – Visual Studio 2015 is an integrated
development environment for creating applications for

Spring Boot – Spring Boot enables developers to build
Spring applications quickly by taking a convention

ASP.NET MVC 5 and Web API – ASP.NET MVC5 introduces
version 2 of the Web API. This new RESTful service from



Power BI – Microsoft Power BI is a collection of online
services and features that enable you to ﬁnd and

Node.js – Node.js is a JavaScript runtime built on

visualize data, share discoveries and collaborate in

Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine. Node.js uses an

intuitive new ways.

event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that makes it
lightweight and eﬃcient. It is increasingly used to build
microservices on the JavaScript stack.

Experiment
Languages




framework that runs on the Java Virtual Machine. It is
event-driven and non-blocking. This means apps can

C# 6.0 – C# 6.0 is the latest version of C#, a multi-

handle high levels of concurrency using a small number

paradigm programming language that encompasses

of kernel threads.

strong typing, imperative, declarative, functional, generic,
object-oriented (class-based), and component-oriented

Vert.x – Vert.x is a polyglot application development



programming disciplines.

ReactJS – ReactJS is an open-source JavaScript library
that provides a view for data rendered as HTML. React
views are typically rendered using components that
contain additional components speciﬁed as custom

Frameworks


Polymer – Polymer is an implementation of the Web

HTML tags.


AngularJS 2.0 – The ever popular AngularJS platform

Components speciﬁcation that has seen good adoption for

gets a major revision with 2.0 and attempts to bridge

web application development. It supports componentization

the gap between classic client-side MVC frameworks

and promotes a very high level of reusability.

and Web Components.
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.NET Core – .NET Core is a cross-platform implementation



Ionic – Ionic oﬀers a library of mobile-optimized HTML,

of .NET. Its use is primarily driven by ASP.NET Core

CSS and JS components and tools for building highly

workloads, but also by the need and desire to have a

interactive native and progressive web apps.

modern runtime that is modular with features and
libraries that can be cherry picked based on the

Tools

application’s needs.


.NET Core RT – CoreRT is a .NET Core runtime optimized



xUnit.net - xUnit.net is an open source, communityfocused unit testing tool for the .NET Framework.

for ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation scenarios that use
the accompanying .NET Native compiler toolchain.


Products

ASP.Net Core - ASP.NET Core is a new open source
and cross-platform framework for building modern
cloud-based Web applications using .NET.





Graph exposes multiple APIs from Microsoft cloud

Entity Framework Core – Entity Framework Core (EF Core)

services to help businesses build smarter solutions.

provides a familiar developer experience. It is similar to

Improvements to the add-in model include support for

previous versions of EF and includes LINQ, POCO and

Oﬃce for Mac 2016, centralized deployment and

Code First support. EF Core enables access to data across

programmatic creation of solution-speciﬁc ribbons and

relational and non-relational stores. It is much more

buttons, and new extensibility features for Skype and

lightweight than previous versions and is built from the

Oﬃce 365 Groups.

ground up to work great in the cloud (using ASP.NET Core)
on devices such as Universal Windows Platform apps as



IdentityServer – IdentityServer is a framework and
hostable component that allows the implementation of

well as in traditional .NET scenarios.


MS SharePoint and Oﬃce apps – The enhanced Microsoft

single sign-on and access control for modern web

nginScript – nginScript allows to include snippets of

applications and APIs using protocols like OpenID

JavaScript in NGINX conﬁgurations. These snippets are

Connect and OAuth2.

evaluated at run-time, in the context of each HTTP
transaction, allowing you to create much more powerful
conditional conﬁguration, modify requests and
responses, and control the internal operation of NGINX
precisely for each request.

Watch
Languages




Clojure – Clojure is a general-purpose functional

Frameworks


programming language that runs on the Java Virtual

provides just what you need to build and connect

Machine. The language promotes immutability and

intelligent bots that interact naturally from text/SMS to

immutable data structures.

Skype, Slack, Oﬃce 365 mail and other popular services.

Typescript – TypeScript is a language for application-scale



Project Orleans – Orleans is a framework designed by

JavaScript. TypeScript adds optional types, classes and

Microsoft for building distributed high-scale computing

modules to JavaScript. TypeScript supports tools for

applications using the actor model.

large-scale JavaScript applications for any browser, for
any host, on any OS. TypeScript compiles to readable,



model for wiring together Web APIs and SaaS services.

Java 9 – Java 9 brings capabilities to drive modular
design through project Jigsaw. Also overall improvements
and new utilities like jshell will be part of this release.

08 | Tech Beacon 2016

MS ASP.NET WebHooks – WebHooks is a lightweight
HTTP pattern that provides a simple publish-subscribe

standards-based JavaScript.


Microsoft Bot Framework – The Microsoft Bot Framework



Consul – Consul is a distributed, highly available system
for discovering and conﬁguring services.

©Mindtree 2016



Universal Windows Platform – Windows 10 introduced



the Universal Windows Platform (UWP), which evolves

processing system built for high scalability. Giraph’s

the Windows Runtime model and brings it into the

feature set includes master computation, sharded

Windows 10 uniﬁed core. As part of the core, the UWP

aggregators, edge-oriented input and out-of-core

now provides a common app platform that is available

computation.

for every device that runs Windows 10. One package can
be installed on a wide range of devices.

Databases and NoSQL


Apache Giraph – Apache Giraph is an iterative graph

OrientDB – OrientDB is a fast, second-generation
distributed graph database. It manages big data with
multi-master replication, sharding and more ﬂexibility
for modern, complex use cases. It can store 220,000
records per second on common hardware. Its security



Microsoft Graph – Microsoft Graph is a uniﬁed API
endpoint for accessing aggregated data from multiple
Microsoft cloud services in a single response.



MS SQL Server 2016 – SQL Server 2016 is the foundation
for Microsoft’s data strategy. With this new release,
Microsoft delivers an end-to-end data management and
business analytics solution for demanding business
applications as well as insights on business data on
any device.

proﬁling system is based on user, and its query languages
include SQL.
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IoT

 Intel
Edison

 Arduino
 ARM mbed

 Intel Galileo
 Raspberry Pi
 Intel Wind River

 Marvell IoT
Platform

 ThingWorx

 Xively

 AWS IoT
 MS Azure IoT Hub
 Intel Moon Island
 BLE
 ZigBee

 Nordic BLE-based
OTA device
mgmt

 RFID/NFC
 MQTT
 Beacons

 AMQP

 OBD-II
 HTTP

Invest

Experiment

Watch

 Eclipse Kura

Invest
Communication Protocols




Platform. It uses a series of Intel Quark Systems-on-Chip
(SoC) based boards to connect to the sensor networks.

MQTT – MQTT is a lightweight machine-to-machine
communication protocol that uses a publish-subscribe

Platforms

messaging transport. Its small footprint is ideal for
IoT devices.


OBD-II – The Onboard Diagnostics II (OBD-II) standard



applications for the quick and intuitive development of

the available electrical signaling protocols and the

IoT dashboards. ThingWorx accelerates IoT application

messaging format. It also provides a candidate list of

development by compressing the design-develop-deploy

vehicle parameters to monitor and information on how to

cycles to reduce time to market and spur innovation.

encode the data for each.
RFID/NFC – RFID and NFC technologies continue to see



Internet-connected things like the sensors, actuators,

extensively for low-cost identiﬁcation purposes.



embedded devices or smart appliances, and the Amazon

ZigBee – ZigBee is a low-cost, low-power, wireless mesh

Web Services cloud. You can use it to collect, store and

network standard targeted at the wide development of

analyze telemetry data from multiple devices, and create

long battery life devices in wireless control and

applications that enable users to control these devices

monitoring applications.

from their phones or tablets.

BLE – Bluetooth low energy (BLE), now marketed as



and secure connection to IoT assets. It provides a

technology designed and marketed by the Bluetooth

plethora of tools and services for understanding the state

Special Interest Group. It targets the consumer space with

of devices and assets, so you can be ready to take action

novel applications for the healthcare, ﬁtness, beacons,

when a device needs attention.


the system-level challenges and opportunities created
by IoT.

Intel Edison – Intel Edison is a tiny computer-on-module
oﬀered by Intel as a development system for IoT and

Standards

wearable devices. It was ﬁrst described as the size and
shape of an SD card with a dual-core Intel Quark x86 CPU
at 400 MHz communicating via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.



Intel Wind River – The Intel Wind River Helix, a portfolio
of software, technologies, tools and services, addresses

Gateway Devices



MS Azure IoT Hub – Microsoft Azure IoT Hub allows easy

Bluetooth Smart, is a wireless personal area network

security and home entertainment industries.



AWS IoT – The AWS IoT platform provides secure,
bi-directional communication between

traction in areas like retail. Tags are being used



ThingWorx – ThingWorx is a platform from PTC, well
known in the world of machine-to-machine and IoT

speciﬁes the type of diagnostic connector and its pinout,



Intel Moon Island – Moon Island is Intel's IoT Gateway



iBeacon – Beacons are low-cost pieces of hardware
that are small enough to attach to a wall or countertop

Intel Galileo – Intel Galileo is the ﬁrst line of

and utilize battery-friendly Bluetooth connections to

Arduino-certiﬁed Intel x86 development boards. It was

transmit messages or prompts directly to a smartphone

designed for speciﬁc IoT purposes and interfaces with

or tablet. They are also used for navigation, defensive

USB and Ethernet.

communication, vehicles, and connected homes or

Raspberry Pi – Raspberry Pi is a low-cost, credit-card
sized computer that plugs into a computer monitor or TV.

places. Beacons can be implemented using various
standards; iBeacon is one such standard.

It uses a standard keyboard and mouse, and is capable of
doing everything you’d expect a desktop computer to do.
It interfaces with USB, Ethernet, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.

©Mindtree 2016
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Experiment
Communication Protocols




development with a complete stack that includes an open
standards embedded operating system, client and

AMQP – Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is

transport layer security, and an array of tools to develop

an open standard message-oriented middleware. It

and deploy software for ARM Cortex-M-based IoT devices.

boasts a low latency and high throughput queueing
mechanism that is ideal for IoT workloads.


Hardware Platforms

HTTP – While HTTP is a rather heavy protocol for
constrained devices, it continues to be used for IoT. REST
over HTTP is a common technique for communication.



Nordic BLE – Nordic Semiconductor provides a powerful,
highly ﬂexible multiprotocol SoC ideally suited for
Bluetooth Smart and 2.4GHz ultra low-power wireless

Platforms


ARM mbed – ARM mbed accelerates product

applications.

Marvell IoT Platform – The Marvell EZ-Connect platform
is helping to rapidly bring innovative devices to the
fast-growing IoT market. Built on Marvell’s silicon and
coupled with industry standards certiﬁcations and
leading Kinoma software, EZ-Connect is widely
considered the most complete of industry-leading
connectivity portfolios. Its hardware and software
solutions are capable of enabling more eﬃcient
time-to-market IoT designs.

Watch
Platforms




Xively – Xively is LogMeIn’s Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Hardware Platforms


Arduino – Arduino is an open standards physical

oﬀering for IoT. Xively allows devices to securely connect

computing platform based on a simple microcontroller

at scale to transmit and store data.

board and a development environment for writing

Eclipse Kura – Eclipse Kura is an Eclipse IoT project that
provides a platform for building IoT gateways. It is a smart
application container that enables remote management
of such gateways and provides a wide range of APIs for

software for the board. It is used in a variety of IoT use
cases, such as taking inputs from sensors and switches,
developing interactive objects and controlling a variety
of subsystems.

allowing you to write and deploy your own IoT
application. Kura runs on top of the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) and leverages OSGi, a dynamic component system
for Java, to simplify the process of writing reusable
software building blocks. Kura APIs oﬀer easy access to
the underlying hardware including serial ports, GPS,
watchdog, USB, GPIOs, I2C, etc. It also oﬀers OSGI bundle
to simplify the management of network conﬁgurations,
the communication with IoT servers, and the remote
management of the gateway.

12 | Tech Beacon 2016
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Automation

 HockeyApp

 Microsoft VSTS

 Artifactory

 Automation Anywhere

 Ansible

 GitHub

 Gradle

 Microsoft Nano
Server

 Jenkins
 SonarQube
 Chef

 Docker

 PowerShell
 Gulp
 Grunt
 ARM templates
 TestNG

Invest

Experiment

Watch

 Sake

Invest
Build and Engineering Tools




robotic process automation (RPA) product that allows
users to develop automation processes with centralized

Grunt – Grunt is a task-based command line build tool

security, user management, collaboration, deployment

for JavaScript projects. It can perform build tasks like

and backup. It is available in Small Business and

concatenating given ﬁles, running JSHint on your code,

Enterprise editions.

running tests or minifying scripts.


Jenkins – Jenkins is an open source continuous

Scripting Tools

integration tool written in Java. Jenkins provides
continuous integration services for software
development. It is a server-based system that runs in a



PowerShell – PowerShell is an object-oriented
programming language and interactive command line

servlet container such as Apache Tomcat.


Automation Anywhere – Automation Anywhere is a

shell for Microsoft Windows. It can be used to automate

SonarQube – SonarQube is a web-based code quality

system tasks, such as batch processing, and create

analysis tool. It covers a wide area of code quality check

systems management tools for commonly implemented

points, including Architecture & Design, Complexity,

processes.

Duplications, Coding Rules, Potential Bugs and Unit Test.


GitHub – GitHub and GitHub Enterprise are built on top of

Deployment & Conﬁguration
Management Tools

the Git distributed version control system and have
become the defacto standard for version control in the
open source world. Many useful features like Webhooks
and services can help develop a DevOps pipeline.


Chef – Chef uses a pure-Ruby, domain-speciﬁc language
(DSL) for writing system conﬁguration "recipes." Chef

Automation Platforms

is used to streamline the task of conﬁguring and
maintaining a company's servers and can integrate with



cloud-based platforms.

VSTS – Visual Studio Team system (VSTS), developed by
Microsoft, is a bundle of services for teams to share and
develop code, track work progress, and ship software for
any language.

Experiment
Build and Engineering Tools




system that builds upon the concepts of Apache Ant and
Apache Maven. It introduces a Groovy-based DSL instead

Gulp – Gulp is a task/build runner for development. It

of the XML form used by Apache Maven for declaring the

allows you to compile Sass ﬁles, uglify and compress

project conﬁguration.

js ﬁles, and perform other tasks. One strong feature is
that it is a streaming build system that doesn't write
temp ﬁles.


TestNG – TestNG is a testing framework inspired by JUnit
and NUnit. It introduces some new functionalities such as

Gradle – Gradle is an open source build automation



Artifactory – Artifactory is a binary repository manager. It
is version control for binary artifacts like JAR and WAR
ﬁles. It can be integrated in a continuous integration (CI)
pipeline to version-produced binaries.

Annotations that make it more powerful and easier to use.
You can run tests in arbitrarily big thread pools with
various policies available.
14 | Tech Beacon 2016
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Automation Platforms


resources for your solution in a single, coordinated
operation. You use a template for deployment, and that
template can work for diﬀerent environments such as

HockeyApp – HockeyApp is a service that supports app

testing, staging and production. Resource Manager

developers in various aspects of their development

provides security, auditing and tagging features to help

process, including the management and recruitment of

you manage your resources after deployment.

testers, the distribution of apps and the collection of
crash reports.

Deployment & Conﬁguration
Management Tools


Container Services


Docker – Docker containers wrap up a piece of software
in a complete ﬁle system that contains everything the
software needs to run: code, runtime, system tools and
system libraries – anything you can install on a server.

Ansible – Ansible, a free software platform for conﬁguring

This guarantees that the software will always run the

and managing computers, combines multi-node software

same, regardless of the environment it runs in.

deployment, ad hoc task execution and conﬁguration
management.


ARM templates – Azure Resource Manager (ARM)
enables you to work with the resources in your solution
as a group. You can deploy, update or delete all of the

Watch
Build and Engineering Tools


Sake – Sake is a C# language enabled make system.

Container Services


Microsoft Nano Server – Nano Server is a refactored
version of Windows Server with a small footprint and
remotely managed installation, optimized for the cloud
and a DevOps workﬂow.

©Mindtree 2016
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Cognitive Computing

 Azure ML
 Apache Spark
MLlib

 TensorFlow
 Caﬀe

 Torch

 Keras
 Scikit-learn
 Python

 Theano

 Lua

Invest

Experiment

Watch

 Gym

Invest
Languages


uses data ﬂow graphs you can deploy on CPUs and GPUs.
It can be used to build various types of neural network
architectures for deep learning. It provides a convenient

Python – Python is a widely used high-level,

Python API.

general-purpose, interpreted dynamic programming
language. It promotes code readability, and its syntax





Caﬀe – Caﬀe is an open source deep learning framework

allows programmers to express concepts in fewer lines

from Berkeley Vision Learning Center. It has good support

of code than would be possible in languages such as

for the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) commonly

C++ or Java.

used for deep learning on images. It has a growing library
of pre-trained models. Caﬀe provides Python, Matlab and

Lua – Lua is a lightweight multi-paradigm programming

C++ interfaces.

language designed primarily for embedded systems and
clients. It is also being used in machine learning-related



technologies.

Keras – Keras is a minimalist, highly modular neural
networks library, written in Python and capable of
running on top of either TensorFlow or Theano. It runs
seamlessly on CPU and GPU. The modular, extensible

Frameworks


design of Keras allows for easy and fast prototyping. It
supports either convolution networks or recurrent

Azure ML – Azure Machine Learning is a fully managed

networks as well as combinations of the two.

cloud service that enables you to easily build, deploy and
share predictive analytics solutions.




Scikit-learn – Scikit-learn is a simple and eﬃcient tool
for data mining and data analysis. It is reusable in various

TensorFlow – TensorFlow is a general purpose, ﬂexible,

contexts and is built on NumPy, SciPy and Matplotlib.

open source framework for numerical computation that

Experiment
Frameworks


on GPU execution. Torch has popular neural network and
optimization libraries that are simple to use. It oﬀers
maximum ﬂexibility in implementing complex neural

Apache Spark MLlib – MLlib is Apache Spark’s machine

network topologies. Torch provides a Lua-based

learning (ML) library. Its goal is to make practical machine

simple-to-use interface.

learning scalable and easy. It consists of common
learning algorithms and utilities, including classiﬁcation,





Theano – Theano is a Python library that allows you to

regression, clustering, collaborative ﬁltering, dimensionality

eﬃciently deﬁne, optimize and evaluate mathematical

reduction, as well as lower-level optimization primitives

expressions involving multidimensional arrays. It oﬀers

and higher-level pipeline APIs.

transparent GPU support, symbolic diﬀerentiation and

Torch – Torch is a scientiﬁc computing framework with

tight integration with NumPy.

wide support for machine learning algorithms and focus

Watch
Frameworks


Gym – Gym is an open source toolkit for developing deep reinforcement learning algorithms.

©Mindtree 2016
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Cloud Computing

 Azure App Service
 Azure Service
Fabric
 Azure Functions
 Azure Mobile
engagement
 Amazon Web Services

 OpenStack

 Azure

 Azure HDInsight
 Azure Container
Service

 IBM SoftLayer
 Puppet

 Apache Mesos
 IBM Bluemix
 Marathon
 AWS Lambda
 Google Cloud

Invest

Experiment

Watch

 Xamarin Test Cloud
 Azure API
Management

Invest
IaaS


provides both PaaS and IaaS services, and supports many
diﬀerent programming languages, tools and frameworks,
including both Microsoft-speciﬁc and third-party software

SoftLayer – SoftLayer, an IBM company, provides a cloud

and systems.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) oﬀering. The IBM
Bluemix platform is built on top of SoftLayer infrastructure.

Tools, Components and
Frameworks

Platforms


Amazon Web Services – AWS is a collection of cloud
computing services that make up the on-demand





Puppet – Puppet is an open source conﬁguration

computing platform oﬀered by Amazon.com. AWS now

management tool. It runs on many Unix-like systems as

has more than 70 services that include compute, storage,

well as on Microsoft Windows. It includes its own

networking, database, analytics, application, deployment,

declarative language to describe system conﬁguration.

management and mobile services.

Puppet is model-driven and requires limited programming
knowledge to use. It is written in Ruby.

Azure – Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing platform
and infrastructure created by Microsoft for building,
deploying and managing applications and services. Azure

Experiment
Platforms




operates always-on, scalable, distributed applications. It
simpliﬁes microservices-based application development

IBM Bluemix – Bluemix is a cloud PaaS developed by IBM.

and lifecycle management. It delivers low-latency

It supports several programming languages and services

performance and eﬃciency at massive scale. And it runs

as well as integrated DevOps to build, run, deploy and

in Azure, on-premises, or in other clouds.

manage applications in the cloud. Bluemix is based on
Cloud Foundry open technology and runs on SoftLayer



event-driven tasks across services and expose functions

Google Cloud – Google Cloud Platform is a cloud

as HTTP API endpoints, scale functions based on

computing platform by Google that oﬀers hosting on

customer demand and get continuous deployment,

the same supporting infrastructure that Google uses

remote debugging and authentication out of the box.

internally for end-user products like Google Search
and YouTube.

Azure Functions – Azure Functions allow you to listen and
react to events across your stack, easily schedule

infrastructure.


Azure Service Fabric – Azure Service Fabric builds and



Azure Mobile Engagement – Azure Mobile Engagement
increases app usage and user retention. Collect real-time
analytics that highlight user behavior and measure and

Services on Cloud

act on analytics from a single dashboard. Create dynamic
segments based on collected data and marketing



Azure App Service – App Service is a cloud platform used

campaigns, and send push notiﬁcations that target

to build powerful web and mobile apps that connect to

speciﬁc segments.

data anywhere – in the cloud or on-premises. App Service
uses a visual design experience to automate business
processes and workﬂows. App Service is enterprise-ready
with BizTalk capabilities for automating enterprise
application integration and business process.



AWS Lambda – AWS Lambda is a serverless compute
service that runs your code in response to events and
automatically manages the underlying compute resources
for you. You can use AWS Lambda to extend other AWS
services with custom logic, or create your own back-end
services that operate at AWS scale, performance, and security.
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Tools, Components and
Frameworks




Marathon – Marathon is an Apache Mesos framework for
container orchestration. Marathon provides a REST API for
starting, stopping and scaling applications. Marathon is
written in Scala and can run in a highly available mode by
running multiple copies. The state of running tasks gets

OpenStack – OpenStack is a free and open source

stored in the Mesos state abstraction.

software platform for cloud computing, mostly deployed
as IaaS. The software platform consists of interrelated
components that control hardware pools of processing,
storage and networking resources throughout a
data center.


Mesos – Apache Mesos is an open source cluster manager
that was developed at the University of California,
Berkeley. It eﬃciently isolates resources isolation and
provides sharing across distributed applications or
frameworks. The software enables resource sharing in a
ﬁne-grained manner, improving cluster utilization.

Watch
Services on Cloud




service that provides a way to automate UI Acceptance
Testing of mobile applications in the cloud across

Azure HDInsight – HDInsight is a managed cloud

hundreds of diﬀerent devices. This enables anyone to

service for Apache Hadoop, Spark, R, HBase and Storm.

ensure that their application performs correctly and

HDInsight is also integrated with Hortonworks Data

eﬃciently across a variety of devices with minimal eﬀort.

Platform, letting you move Hadoop data from an on-site
data center to the Azure cloud for backup, Dev/Test and
cloud-bursting scenarios.


Azure Container Service – Azure Container Service
deploys and manages containers using tools of your
choice. Azure Container Service optimizes the
conﬁguration of popular open source tools and

Xamarin Test Cloud – Xamarin Test Cloud is a cloud-based



Azure API Management – Azure API Management is a
turnkey solution for publishing APIs to external and
internal consumers. You can quickly create consistent
and modern API gateways for existing backend services
hosted anywhere, secure and protect them from abuse
and overuse, and gain insights into usage and health.

technologies speciﬁcally for Azure. You get an open
solution that oﬀers portability for both your containers
and your application conﬁguration.
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Watch
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Platform

Invest
Storage




Apache Cassandra – Cassandra is an open source

Frameworks


Apache Spark – Spark continues to be among the most

distributed database management system. It is designed

popular tools for performing in-memory analytics across

to distribute data across multiple nodes within a cluster

distributed, in-memory data. Major IT organizations have

to eliminate single point of failures.

shown interest in this technology.

MongoDB – MongoDB is an open source fault-tolerant



Apache Kafka – Kafka is a high-throughput, distributed,

distributed database, which is capable of storing large

publish-subscribe messaging system. Kafka is designed to

amounts of unstructured data. It also provides high

allow a single cluster to serve as the central data

availability, high performance and automatic scaling.

backbone for a large organization. It can elastically and
transparently scale without downtime.


Streaming and Analytics


real-time computation needed to process large volumes
of data within enterprise Hadoop environments. Storm
has inherent support for fault tolerance.

Apache Spark Streaming – Spark Streaming is an
extension of the core Spark API that enables scalable,

Apache Storm – Storm provides reliable and robust



Hadoop YARN – Apache Hadoop YARN (Yet Another

high-throughput, fault-tolerant stream processing of live

Resource Negotiator) is a cluster management technology.

data streams. Data can be ingested from many sources,

YARN is one of the key features in the second-generation

such as Kafka, Flume, Twitter, ZeroMQ, Kinesis, or TCP

Hadoop 2 version of Apache Software Foundation's open

sockets. Data can be processed using complex algorithms

source distributed processing framework.

expressed with high-level functions.


AWS Kinesis – AWS Kinesis is a managed platform for
collecting and processing large data streams in real time.
It is also capable of delivering real-time streaming data to
destinations within the AWS ecosystem such as S3
and Redshift.

Experiment
Storage




service for storing large amounts of unstructured object
data, such as text or binary data, that can be accessed

DocumentDB – Azure DocumentDB is a fully managed

from anywhere in the world via HTTP or HTTPS. You can

NoSQL database service built for fast and predictable

use Blob storage to expose data publicly to the world or

performance, high availability, automatic scaling and ease

to store application data privately.

of development. Its ﬂexible data model, consistent low
latencies, and rich query capabilities make it a great ﬁt for



Azure Blob Storage – Azure Blob storage is a managed



AWS Redshift – AWS Redshift is a fully managed,

web, mobile, gaming, IoT and many other applications

petabyte-scale data warehouse service in the cloud. It

that need seamless scale.

oﬀers fast query performance using standard SQL-based

AWS DynamoDB – DynamoDB is a fully managed NoSQL
database service provided by Amazon as part of its AWS

tools and interfaces seamlessly with the current breed of
business intelligence applications.

portfolio. DynamoDB service provides users with
predictable performance and seamless scalability.
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Streaming and Analytics


AWS EMR – AWS Elastic MapReduce (EMR) is a managed

Frameworks


RHadoop – RHadoop provides R programmers a powerful

web service that simpliﬁes the eﬃcient processing of

set of open source tools to manage and analyze data in

large amounts of data and works in concert with other

Hadoop. Collectively with all the constituent packages,

AWS services.

RHadoop provides data analysts a way to access massive,
fault-tolerant parallelism without needing to master
distributed programming.

Platforms



MapR – MapR provides a convergent platform that

IBM BigInsights – IBM BigInsights for Hadoop is an

combines the power of Hadoop, Spark, global event

industry standard Hadoop oﬀering that combines open

streaming, real-time databases and enterprise storage.

source software with enterprise-grade capabilities. It
helps organizations cost-eﬀectively manage and analyze



Apache NiFi – Apache NiFi supports powerful and
scalable directed graphs of data routing, transformation

big data.

and system mediation logic.

Watch
Storage


Couchbase – Couchbase is a distributed multi-model
NoSQL document-oriented database management
system. It provides the ability to synchronize data
between servers and mobile devices over the Internet
in real time.
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Platforms


Hortonworks Data Platform – Hortonworks Data Platform
represents a new breed of big data solutions. Known as a
connected data platform, it manages both data in motion
and data at rest. It enables leaders and stakeholders
to receive relevant actionable intelligence that aids
business operations.
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